Design and assembly of rotaxane-based molecular switches and machines.
Mechanically interlocked molecules, such as catenanes and rotaxanes, are at the heart of the development of molecular machines chemistry. They are able to self-organize, self-assemble, and self-control themselves into new materials with potential application as molecular devices. In this review, an overview of some recent progress on molecular machines is given, including new methodologies for their synthesis and self-assembly and their recent applications as dual or multilevel fluorescent molecular switches, as potential sensors, and even as a molecular-level transporter. In one development, a molecular machine containing a charge-transfer chromophore was designed to generate controllable aggregate structures through the reversible movement of a macrocycle over a thread; this was done in order to better understand the application of a molecular shuttle in solid state. Light is shed on how the novel properties and functions of molecular machines are extended, and examples of the ways in which molecular machines have been applied to the design and process of intelligentized systems are provided.